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Widespread use of radio-active tracer elements in 
medicine, and the increased interest in the search for radio
active TIunerals, have led to the development of a variety of' 
instruments for the detection of ionising radiations, anc;the'ir 
general use by scientists who may have had no training in physic.s 
or electronics. While these instruments present a great diversity 
in appearance, the functioning depends on general principles~ 
which apply to all such equipment o The aim of these notes 1s 
to present these general principles in a simple form.. For 
details of design, which are often highly complex, andrequ1re 
great skill and experience, reference should be made to the 
works listed in the bibliography. 

It is hoped that these notes will be 'useful to two, 
cla~ses of people& In the first place, medical men or geologists, 
while not possessing the training in physics necessary to 
appreciate all the factors involved in the design of an instrument, 
can use the instrument more intelligently if they arc acquainted 
with the fundamental principles on which it works. Secondly, 
it is found that technicians, evon aftJr much experience in radio 
servicing, are often coraplotels' at a loss when endeavouring to 
trace and rectify a fault in an instrument of this type. The 
main reason for this is that many of the circuits used depend for 
their functioning on the non-linear property of the characteristics 
of the valves used~As tho non-linear portion of the characteristiC! 
is usually carefully avoided when a valve is used in a radio set, 
tho serviceman finds that a ~lalve with the normal radio use of 
which h~ is possibly well acquainted, is working in a manner which 
is quite unfamiliar to him., If, hov\TGyer, he knows the general 
function of the various parts of tho circuit, the location of 
faults is usually a fairly simple matter • 

.?~'\_.~TJ{gL P~t.E!J.X.lQN, .,g~,~,h-)2IA~II911 

Electrical ~othods of radiation detoction, which are 
,the only ones to be considered here, all depend on the ionising 
effects of the radiation" The radiation enters a vessel contain
ing a gas filling at a suitable pressure, and two electrodes 
between which a potential difference is established. The 
radiation ionises the gas filling and the positive and negat1ve 
ions are attracted to opposite olactrodes by electrostatic 
attraction. Each ionising particle thus causes a voltage 
pulse between the electrodes? which is registered by the methods 
described late-r. When a continuous flux of radiation is enter
ing the vessel, the passage of ions caus'es a steady current 
between the electrodes and thls may be measured. 

Tb.e bohaviour of detectors of this type is extremely 
complex. For detailed information the standard works cited in 
the" bibliography should be consulted ,0 However, fOl~ the present 
purpose, only tho effect of increasing voltage is of interest, 
and this can be described simply in gene'r€11 terms. 

SU!1pose R single p:1rticle',entors the gas filling. 
It produces ions, tho number of which'depends on the charge 
and velocity of tho incident particle. Whon the voltage 
between tho electrodes is low; some ion pairs are able to 
recombinG so that 0.11· tho ions aro not colll)ctod at the 
electrodes. As thG voltage is incroased a value is reached 
at which no recombinntion takes place, and all ions are collected. 

I 
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This 1s called the saturation voltage. This condition persists 
ovor e cartainvoltage range, which is called the "ionisation 
chamber region." . A detect~r working at a voltage within this 
region 1s called an ionisation chamber, C1nd produces pulses whose 
amplItuda is dependent only on the energy of the original 
particlQs. The amplltude ~f the pulses is of tho order of 
microvolts. . 

. As the voltage is still further increased, the ions 
In their passage to the electrodes havo suffl'eient energy to 
lonise atoms with which they c~llide. These secondary ions 
are also attracted to the electrodes ~vith the net result that 
the pulse collected is greater than that which would be obtained 
by eolloeting only the total ionisation duo to the original 
particle. This process 1s known as "gas ampllfication. fI The 
Ilmount of nmplification depends on the vol~age applied. 

A g~s amplification of 102 to 103 1s commonly employed. 
Higher nmplification-i~ possible, but is not generally used, for 
tho following reasons:-

(i) As tho-g-tfsampl1fication increases, the 
amplitudo :,f the output pulses tends to level 
out so thatproportionalitY-Vlith tho enorgy . 

. of the or iginol ionising radiation is gradually 
lost. 

(11) At high gas ~mplificationi the dependence of the 
amplification on~the_npp ied voltage becomes 
more and more critical. Tn(s imposes severe 
demands on tho stability of tho applied ~Qltage. 

- .. 

A 'dctect~r using a gas amplificati~n of up t~ 103 is 
called a nprop~r;..i::>nal counter," and provides output pulses 
whoso amplItude may be ~f the-8rder of millivolts • 

. At still higher voltages,i~nisatiJn by collision and 
similar pr~cosses becomes the main factor in tho functi~ning of 
the detector. The original i()nising particle acts merely as 
a trigger to set the process g~ing, tho final result being a gas 
discharge between tho olectrodes. Assuming that this discharge 
is st~ppod after a very short tir.lo, by ~ne ::>f the methods mentioned 
belo~, it pr~duces a pulse at"tho olectrodes, the amplitude ot 
which may-be 1 volt ()r hisher. The amplitude of the pulse is 
determined by_the voltage applied t~ tho:; tube, and is quite in
dependent of the energy of thG i'.)nising radiation. Proporti~n
alityis·theref~re entirely l::>st. A detoct'Jr ~perating under 
these conditi'Jns is kn:wm as a Geigor tube, and tho vDltage 
range ~ver which thG tubo~perates is called the "Gaiger rogi:)n." 

The-behavi:mr ":)f n Geiger tube, exp:;sed to n steady 
flux ~f ionising radiatibn, vvorking int~ a circuit capable ~f 
rec~rding pulses ;of amplitude)f tho Jrder ,)f·F.\ v~lt, is sh:)wn 
in Plate 1. Until thov~ltage roaches a certain ninimum value·, 
known as the II thresh::>ld," n'J counts are recorded-. As tho vo 1 t~ge 
increases ab()ve tho threshold value, thG C~Qnt rate increases 
rapidly to a value which is maintained relatively c~nstD.nt over 
a range 'Jf vDltage, known as thellplateau~." Tho lenzth :;.f the 
plateau is generally 100-200 v~lts-. Furth'.3r incroase :;f v~)ltage 
causes a rapid and erratic increase in CJunt rate, and fin[tlly 
the cDmpletc breakdo~vn:)f tho tube. Geiger tubes are _ invariably 
used on tho plateau,. Tho amplitude )f the pll.lso pl"Jduced depends 
morely on the "~vervoltage," vrhich is tho differ.:::nce between tho 
oporating v~ltage nod the threshold, and 1s quite independent of 
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the energy of the ionising radiation. 

In the Geiger tube as described so far, there is no 
provision for stopping the discharge once it has been started~ 
In the earlier types of tube this had to be done externally, 
by some means which dropped ihe voltage below the threshold 
value for a sho~t period. This can be done by connecting the 

. voltage supply to the tube through a very high resistance (af 
the order of 109 ohms or higher). When the tube fires, the 
passage of the discharge current through the resistor causes 
a voltage drop sufficient to reduce the applied voltage below 
the threshold value. This intl'oduces a long time constant into 

. the circuit, so that the tube cannot be used for rapid counting. 
4lternatively, an electronic means of dropping the voltage may 
be used •. The one-shot multivibrator is very convenient for this 
purpose. (For notes on the functioning of the multivibrator see 
Appendix 1)~ The multivibrator is .designed to be triggered by 
the pulse from the Geiger tube and the large negative pulse 
developed at the plate of the "off" tube is applied to the Geiger 
tube, causing the voltage to drop below the threshold value for 
a time determined by the constants of the multi vibrator. The 
Geiger tube is thus made inoperative for a time which is accurately 
known, and a ·correction for this "dead time" can be applied to· 
the observed count rate if necessary. 

Most Geiger tubes now incorporate a quen.hing medium 
1n the gas filling, usually consisting of a small amount of 
a heavy organic gas. This quenches the discharge very rapidly. 
Such tubes are known as "self quenching," and may be used with 
series resistances as low ·as 100,000 ohms l which makes them 
capable of rapid counting. They are subJect to certain minor 
disadvantages, which may become apparent in very precise work. 
In such cases, the use of a multivibrator quenching stage as 
described above may be preferable. 

J.. EOUIPME.Nl',. FOR MEASUR1NG IOl:rxaATIOI'{ CURRENTa 

The oldest and most familiar instrument for the measure
ment of ionisation currents is thG electroscope. The equivalent 
circuit for this instrument is shown in Plate 2. It consists 
essentially of an ionisation chamber

I 
the centre electrode of 

which is charged electrically to a h gh potential. The leaves 
act as an electrostatic voltmeter, which measures the potential 
of the electrode. This potential will fall gradually due to 
leakage of the charge from the electrode across the surface of 
the insulator. However, if the gas in the cha.'·'lbor is ionised, 
thdrate of leakaga of charge will be increased, due to the 
ionisation current, Measurement of the rate of fall of the 
leaves will show the total rate of leakage of charge and, 
provided the natural leak is small compared with that due to 
ionisation current, accurate current measurements are possible. 

. In the hands of a skille,d Gxperimenter, the electro-
scope is capable of results· of high accuracy and, in fact, was 
used in many classical experiments on radio-activity. It is 
essentially a laboratory instrument, and has largely beon 
·superseded by more flexible equipment. 

Equipment generally used· tor measuring ionisation 
currents 1s shown schematically in Plato 3. Tho current through 
the ionlsatl9n chamber Is passed through a very high rosistance 
of abo,u t1 0 ohms, and tho ro suIting voltage drop is applied 
to a D.C. amplifier~ The amplified current is measured on an 
ordinary. current moter. 
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It is obvious from the schematic diagram that, ~n 
order 'to 'obtain accurate current measurements, the input 
1JDpedance o'fthe D.C. amplifier must be large in comparison 
with the resistance or 1011 ohms. This cannot be obtained' 
by eonventi6nal methods because of the grid current that flows 
in the first stage of the amplifier. ' This is of the ordero! 
10-8 amDS in an ordinary tube and gives an input impedance of 
only 10~ ohms. ' Considerable improvement is obtained by using 
the tube in the manner shown in Plate 4. Here the suppressor 
1s used as the control grid. The low plate voltage of 6 volts' 
1s chosen to prevent tho formation ~f positive ions in the gas 
of the tube. ' A potential of :lbout 15 volts is applied to the 
sereen to prevent positive ions formed at the cathode from reach
ing the plate. Furtherimr:rovement is obtained by operating the 
heater at reduced current, by mounting the tube in a ligh~-tight 
box, and by ooating the glass of the tube with insulating wax to 
cut down surface leakage, 

A tube used in this way is known as an "electrometer 
tube,'" A number of commercial radIo tubes, used in this manner, 
can have input impedances of- the order of 1013 ohms. ' If higher 
impedances· are required, specially constructad electrometer tubes 
may b'7used,- In such tubes, the input impedance may be as high 
as 10 ohms. 

Electrometer 
steady currents show a 
difficult to remedy. 
precautions necessary, 

tubes are difficult to use because the 
tendency to drift Qnd this is often very 
Suitable circuits, and discussions of the 
may be found in the standard texts. . 

'.In recent years, a considerable advance in the measure
ment of small currents has been made with tho development of the 
vibrating reed electrometer. This consists of a condenser, 
composed of a fixed plate and a vibrating reed which is driven 
at its resonant frequency by a suitable oscillator. The D.C. 
voltage developed across the high resist8m~e is applied to this 
condenser and the resulting A.C. voltage is suitably am.p.1if!ed~ 
The instrument is much less subject to drifts than the ordinary 
D.C. amplifier using electrometer tubes. The accuracy of measure-· 
ment is limited-only by the accuracy and stability of the high 
resistance used. . ' 

In all apparatus of this type 1 the greatest care is 
neces'sary with insulation. An insulation resistance of 11000 
megohms would virtually short circuit the whole set-up. In 
order to obtain reliable measurements, the insulation resistance 
must ben1gh,in comparison with the input impedance :>f the 
amplif1er~·- To obta.in and maintain such resistance:)f the :Jrder 
of 10 5 ohms reqtUres the utmost care in the ccmstrLlction and use 
of the equipment •. 

~ .• lLQ!UP)l§.!!L...EQltJ\.~,rr,JDJ'nA+J:,Q~L9.E.....P..ULSE§ . 

Most radio-active measurements are performed using 
eqUipment which registers voltage pulses caused by individual 
lonlsingparticles~ 'Two types of equipment may be used, nnd 

... these are sh:>wn schematically on Plate 5. The detector may be 
an ionisation ~hamber, a proportional counter or a Geiger tubet 

, depending on the type of information required, The choice or 
detector l,s governed by the properties :Jf the various types, 
which may be summarised as follow :~ 
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Gainor --Proportion-'Voltage Ampl:.fier ality Speed Required. 13&rll!.U:gg - .;' 

Ionisation Chamber Low Ve-;y high .. Good ~ast 
-

Proportional . Moderate; High Good Bast 
Oounter highly 

stable -. .- '-" . .. 

I.Geig~r Counter High Low Nil Limited 

- , . -
Where discrimination between ionising particles of 

different energies is required, either an ionisation chamber or 
a proportional counter must be used A The great disadvantage ot 
either of these detectors, however, is the high gain amplifier 
required, This confines their use to the laboratory~ 

The Geiger counter, although at a disadvantage to the 
other detectors in most respects, has the najor advantag·e that 
it requires very little amplification~ It is used in all portable 
equipment 1 and largely in the laboratory. Briefly, the general 
practice lS tb us~ Geiger tubes whenever possible, and to have 
recourse to proportional counters or ionisation chambers only 

'when the properties of the Geiger tube make it unsuitable for 
a part~cular application. 

The various circuit elements shown on Plate 5 are 
discussed in more detail below.~ 

(a) Higb!olt~ge ~upp~ies3 

High voltage supplies l'anging from a few hundred to 
two thousand volts are requirsd for va.rious types of detectors •. 
The current drawn is inrini tes 11]8.1 in each case. 

The voltage may be suppl5.ed from drybatteries~ This 
has various disadvantages. Dr:,' ba:tteries are expensive and bulky. 
AlSOl the. current drawn is s6 small that the life of the batteries 
is 1 mit~d only by their shelf life.~ and their actual capacity is . 
not used, . 

-- Various'electronic devices are successfully used for 
supplylrighlgh voltages. For labolctory use, the most convenient 
is to generate the voltage bjr an oscillat.or at radio frequency and 
use-an R.F. transfo~mer to obtain the necessary voltage level~ 
This R.F. voltage is then rectified·and filtered.. The v6ltage 
can be' readily controlled over a wide range b.V detun1ng the 
OSCillator, or by using the ordinary voltage divider. 

A method which has been used in compact portable 
equipment makes use of the propert.ies· of the free-running multl
vibrator (see Appendix 1). It is well known that if a current 
I be passed through an indactance L, the voltage developed across 
the inductance is L dI/dt (in consistent units). It is·' a funda
mental property of tho'multivibrator that the change-over b~tween 
tubes occurs almqst instantaneoUSlYi so that dI/dt is very large. 
It is found t.hat a practicable supp y giving a high voltage may 
be obtained by using a free-running rrmltivibrator, with a small 
choke as the plate load of one tube, The voltage developed 
across the choke is rectified and filtered~· A disadvantage 
of this circuit is that. the voltage J.s not easily controlled, 
so that the supply has to be desigrred to CO'ler a relatively 
small voltage range. 
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For methods of stabilising such voltage supplies 
·reference should be made to the standard texts~ 

(b) AmRlin;~~" 

The pulse as furnished by the detector must be amplified 
to a voltage level sufficient to trigger the discriminator" The 
functioning of the discriminator is described belcw; at present, 
it is sufficient to state that it requires a p!:Llse of a few volts 
to trigger it. For rough comparison purposes, this figure may be 
takefi as 10 volts. In any particularexperim~nt, sufficient . 
amplification must be 'provided to raise the level of the minimum 
pulse to be detected to at least this figure o 

The limit to the amount of amnlification that can be 
used is fixed by-noise In the tubes of the amplifier; which cannot 
be completely eliminated" The amount of noi ge varies from 
amplifier to amplifi~r; but for an amplifier designed and constructed 
wi th maximum precautions, noise eCini valent to about 3.5 microvo,l ts 
R .M.S. at the first grid' has been 'observed.~ This is equivalent 
to a peak amplitude of about ~O microvolts~ It follows that 
a pulse of amplitude less tha~ 10 microvolts cannot be detected, 
no matter how much gain is used, as it cannot be disttnguished 
from the noise o Also~ it is undesirable that the noise pulses 
be amplified to a level sufficient to trigger the discriminator •. 
The maximum useful gain may therefore be taken as-the gain which 
would raisg a signal of 10 microvolts to 10 volts; i.e., a voltage 
gain of 10, Provision is always made for adjusting the gain by 
means of attenuators~ 

As well as having sufficient gain, an ampJJ.fier for 
use with an ionisation chamber must fulfil several other require~ 
ments. It should be capable of " delivering output signals of 
a fairly wide range of amplitude" An upper limit 'of fifty volts 
may be taken as a not unreason3.ble figure! Over this range the 
amplitude of the output signal must be accurately proportional 
to that of the input at all settings of the gain control, if full 
use is to be made of the proportional characteristic of the 
detector. The gain must be v(~ry stable.., Furthermore, the 
amplifier should preserve the sharpness of the detector pulses •. 
In othe'r words, it -shoiild be sensitive to frequencies as high as 
possible.' An upper, half-power frequency of 1 megacycle is 
desirable, The low frequency respons e is generally limited' by 
the insertion of a Goupllng with a short time constant at the 
input to one stage, to prevent the amplifier being overloaded by 
relatively slow variations in the detector OQtput voltage. 

The design and consttuctlon of en amplifier having all 
the above properties is an extrem.ely di.fflcult matter. 6When 
used with a proportional Gounter? the extreme gain of 10 is 
unnecessary, a gain'of ;04 being QSL11111y sufficient. However, 
an amplifier with a gain of 104~ satisfying the other requirements 
mentioned, is sttll a high grade amplifier" Thls is the mai'n 
difficulty in the use of ionisation chambers and proportional 
counters. 

With the Geiger tube, this difficulty does not arise. 
The output pulse is of the order of a volt, and as there is no 
proportionality and the tube is not capable of very high counting 
speeds, no particular care is necessary with regard to gain 
stabili ty or high frequency response,,· Some amplification is 
usually desirable~ This can be provided readily by means of 
a single pentode stage giving a voltage gain of about 50. 
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(0) ~sRrlm1natQrs. 

A discriminator is a circuit which, on receipt of an 
1n:putpulse of suitable amplitude, provides an output pulse of 
ampl1,~ude -ahd wave form depending only on its ownc ircui t 
constants. Discriminators ar-e invariably based on some form 
ot the-llone shot n multivibrator (see Appendix 1). When this 
elrcu1t has adjustable bias, it performs the following two 
functions :-

(1)~scrimination - The circuit can be triggered only 
by pulses of amplitude greater than a certain 
voltage 2- which depends on the applied bias. 
By varYlrig this bias-7 a "spectrum" of the 
amplitud-es and relatlve frequencies of the 
pulses from the detector may be obtained. 

_. - _.. .-

(11) P.BMe ShapinK - An::- input pulse which triggers 
the discriminator appears at the output as 
a pulse of standard wave form and amplitude, 
quite independent of the shape of the input 
pulse-. 

- In different applications, emphasis may be laid on one 
of these functions to the exclusion of the other. Thus, in the 
counter-set-up shown on Plate 5, discrimination is the main 
requirement, since the requirements for triggering the scaler 
al'e not critical. In .fact, when a Geiger tube is used as dete~tor 
1n this set-up, the discriminator sec tion is not required_. In 
the ratemeter set-up~ both functions are essential, except when 
a Geiger tube is used. Then the pulse shaping function is the 
essential one, as there is no proportionality in a Geiger tube-, 
and therefore no possibility of discrimination. 

'fd)§.e1}lers .and Mecnanical R~isters~ 

The most convenient way of recording pulses 1s by means 
of a mechanical register. However, these are limited in the rate 
at which they can record pulses. . Available registers vary widely 
1n resol~ing time. -Great improvemepts have been made in re.ent 
years, and a number of registers now constructed will count· 50 
random pulses per second, with negligible losses. In fact, some 
registers are known which will count 100 random pulses per second 
quite reliably. The mechanical design of such instruments need 
not be discussed in detail Ji.ere • Increased resolving power may 
be obtained in them by lightening tha working parts, so as to 
redue-einertia, or by using a rGlatively robust movement! and 
supplying-more driving power. Both these methods have imited 
possibilities. If the movement is made very light, the instrument-: 
becomes difficult to adjust, and subject to wear. On the other 
hand, the power demands cannot be made too high, otherwise the 
design of the driver stage becomes difficult. 

A register-which counts 100 pulses per second is still 
quite inadequate, eVGn for a relatively slow detector such as 
a Geiger tube t which may have a resolving time of some hundreds 
of microseconds. To meet this situation, a scaling circuit is 
used between the discriminator and the register. Scaling 
circuits are based on the "scale of 2" flip-flop multivibrator 
(see Appendu1 ),. The fundamental property of this circuit is 
that, when pulses are applied to the input, half the number of 
pulses appear ~t the output. Thus, if n ~~h st~ges are used in 
series ~ th~. number of pulses appe;;ring at the output of the last 
stage lS L of the number at the lnput. It is therefore a simple 

n -
2_ 
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matter to calculate the number of scaling circuits required to 
reduce the maximum rate of input pulses to a figure within the 
capacity of the register used •. 

Such scaling circuits, having a resolutitin time of , 
5 microseconds, can be readily constructed and are quite reliable 
in use., It is found, however 1 that it 15 very difficult ,to obtain 
resolution times shorter than this.. Scalltig circuits with 
resolution times of about a microsecond have been constructed, 
but. they must be carefully set up, and operated bya skilled 
technic ian. , 

The fundamental "scale of 2" circuit can be used as 
the basis of a "scale of 10" counter, with a little extra complica- ' 
tlon., DetaIls of this circuit are given in the standard works •. 

. . 
fe) Tank C irc..Y!t§.. " ' 

The fundamental tank circuit is shown in Plate 6. 
The theory of the circuit is discussed in the standard works. 
Provided certain restrictions on the size of the components are 
satlsf!ed, it may be shown,that -

(1) 

(U,l 

The average voltage appearing across C2 is 
proportional to the product C1R. It is thus 
convenient to set the sensitivity of the 
instrument by altering the value of R. 

The accuracy'of the instrument (measured by the 
steadiness of the reading) is propo,:,tional. to .J'C2. 
It is convenient to adjust the accuracy of the 
reading by altering the value of C2 •. For rough 
work, a lower value may be used, and a rough 
reading obtained rapidly. For accurate work, 
a large value must be used, with consequent 
increase in the time required to obtain the 
reading, 

elii) The time required for the 'reading to be obtained 
is proportional to the time constant RC2. 

5'. I. CSX§IA1...AND SCI~liL4TION COPNrnHB 

It has long been known that alpha particles cause . 
scintillations when they tmpinge upon screens coated with certain 
crystalline materials, and many of the c~assical experiments on 
radio .. actlve·materials were performed using such screens as 
detectors. . It has"been found recently that crystals of certain 
ol'ganic materials also are sensitive .to gamma radiation, . 
Originally, the scintillations were observed by eye. ' This is 
a·-tedious and rather inaccurate process •. A. much wider field of 

"-'use for these methods has arisen due to the recent development 
of the photomultiplIer tube. . A tube of this type is effectively 

. art amplifier of oxtremely high gain, which co.nverts' the scintilla-
tions into voltage pulses of considerable amplitude. , 

. For many purposes, . scintilJ.at.ion instruments have great' 
advantages over other types.of detcctors~ , They are proportional 
and arc capable of extremely fast counting. It is probable that 
ele~tronic teohniques are not yet sufficiently advanced to take 
fUll advantage of the counting speeds available from a scintilla
tion counter. Gamma ray scintillation counters are much more 
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effie1ent than Geiger tubes (i.e .• , for the same flux of gamma 
radiation, the scintillation counter records many times more 
eounts than a Geiger tube of comparable size). This is a great 
advantage in airborne equipment,'where a ratemeter with a very 
short time constant must be used~ 

However, certain major difficulties. are encountered 
in the use of scintillation counters. The photomultip~ier tube 
requires a high voltage (usUally 1,000 to 1,500 volts), . The 
tube itself produces a backgroUnd of noise, which increases 
rapidlY' with increasing voltage. It is therefore essential 
that the voltage supplyiOe very well stabilised, The tubes 
are expensive, and easilY-'damaged by incorrect operation, 
AIso1 it is found that the characteristics of the tubes vary . 
widely from tube to·tube, so that recalibration of tho equipment 

. is necessary if a tube has to be changed,· . 

For these reasons the use of scintillation counters 
is practlcal~y confined to the laboratory. A portable instrument 
has recently·been put on the market. It is considerably dearer 
than a portable Geiger counter, and it is doubtful whether its 
extra gamma counting efficiency justifies the .extra expense 
except in very specrial cases. It has been found that the 
sensitivity of the Geiger counter is more than adequate for use 
in prospecting for radio-active minerals, 

ld§ 1 bourne. . 
JaAW&tl' 1953. 
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NOTES ON THE MULT IVIBRATOR. 
~~-....-........ ~-~-~ 

The following not~~-are intended to des~ribebriefly 
the functioning of the multiv1brator, which in one form or 
another, is an essential part of most instruments for the 
detection of ionising radiation. The detailed design of these 
circuits requires great skill and experience • 

. (a) The ufree running" multiv1brator· is shown in 
Plate 7. This circuit has no stable state. It has two 
extreme states 2 in one of which tube A is conducting and 
tube B non-conducting, while in the, other, the reverse 
condition holds" The circuit osa.illates between thes,e 
states, at a frequency which depends on the circuit 
constants. The change-over occurs almost instantaneously, 
so that the wave form is roughly rectangular. 

(b) The "one shot" multivibrator is shown in Plate 8. 
Three forms of the circuit are shown, which are identical 
1n operation. The circuit consists essentially of a multi
v1brator in which a bias is applied to one tube" The 
circuit then has a stable state, in which, in the circuits 
shown, tube A is "off" (noh ... conductlng) and tube B is lion'" 

'" (conducting). If, however, a positive pulse of sufficient 
amplitude is applied to the grid of tube Ai the bias is over
come, an(1 the tube r:runs free" for one cyc e. The output 
waveform at the plates of tubes A and B is shown in the 
diagram. By adjustment of the amount of bias, the level of, 
the pulse needed -to trigger the circuit may be varieff. The 
output pulse depends only on the circuit constants, and not·at 
allan the shape of the input pulse (within certain limits). 
It mus~ be remembered, however, that the triggering mechanism 
of such a circuit is not as simDle as it sounds. Reference 
should be made to the standard works for details of 'practical 
discriminator circuits. 

" (c) The If flip flop It , whic his the bas is of mas t 
scaling tircuits~ is shown in Plate 9. The circuit has 

. two'stable states, in which one tube is lIoff" and the other 
flon.1t It will rest in either of these states, until the . 
arr ivaI of a sui ta bla trigger ing pulse ~ This caus'es the 
circuit to change over to the other state, in which it will 
remain, until the next input pulse arrives, The wave forms 
are shown on the diagram, from which it is obvious that the 
number of pulses appearing at A or B is half the number of 
input pulses received., For details of the functioning of the 
circui t, and methods of applying input pulses, refererc e should 
be made to the standard works~ 

.• _~_~ ... _ ...... .-t..~ ... ~ ',_ .... ""~_. 
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